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To

the Class of 1964 of La Salle College:
As President,

of

La

and

I

I

extend to you a

am

pleased

quainted with your college, you

what La

campus

too, I

am

sure, will

be pleased with

and

spiritual

liberal education. It

guest, however,

is

means by which you may gain

sound
values, necessary technical skills, and a
your part to receive; you are not a mere

Salle provides the

sense of moral

La

to the

Salle has to offer you.

La
broad

warm welcome

You have selected La Salle to be your Alma Mater,
that you made that choice. As you become better ac-

Salle College.

nor a passive spectator. You are

now

a

a

member

of the

Salle family and, as such, are expected to participate actively in

campus

life.

Among
castes.

portant as

who pursue wisdom,

there are neither classes nor
an individual. You are as imyour neighbor. You are the major reason why the college

At La

those

Salle

you

will be treated as

exists.

May
God

bless

your four years here be profitable and pleasant, and may
you and all your endeavors.
^Cordially,

AU*si>«~<-*^o

Brother Daniel Bernian,
President

J*./0-

^

F.S.c!, Ph.D.,

LL.D.

/
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EGE

St.

John Baptist de La Salle
(1651-1719)

Founder of the

Institute of the

Brothers of the Christian Schools

Patron of All Teachers

History
The

story of the Christian Brothers, the teaching order at La Salle,
back
goes
to France during 1680, when St. John Baptist de La Salle, an
aristocrat and canon of the Church, recognized the need of a Christian
education for the many, rather than for the wealthy and favored few,
as had been the custom.
After distributing his entire fortune,

Brothers

who became

La

Salle

and the teaching

his followers consecrated themselves to the single

goal of educating poor
lish schools for this

St.

young men and

boys.

They proceeded

to estab-

purpose, including schools for the handicapped,

even a
and technical schools
kind in France. They devoted their lives
to teaching without thought of recompense, and brought in many innovations. Among those pioneering steps in education were teaching in
the vernacular instead of in Latin as was the prevailing custom, and
instructing "simultaneously" rather than teaching one pupil in a class
at a time. Above everything else, St. La Salle and his instructors based
their teaching program on the fundamental precepts of Christianity to
give their students spiritual and moral value.
The Brothers carried their pattern of blending philosophical with
scientific teaching all over the world. They arrived in the United States
in 1845 and founded La Salle College at Philadelphia in 1863. The
growth of the College was rapid, increasingly so with the influx of
correctional institutions, vocational

normal school, the

World War

first

II veterans.

of

.

.

.

its

In 1946, in response to student needs as well

from Industrial and Business firms, an Evening Division of
the College was inaugurated.
La Salle College's administrative and teaching staffs are made up of
40 Christian Brothers and 167 laymen, serving 4000 men in the day and
evening schools. In addition, approximately 100 Christian Brothers
from La Salle's Elkins Park Scholasticate attend the College.
as requests
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Calendar 1960-1961
Fall

Term -1960

Freshman Resident Students Report
All

Freshmen Report

Sept.

11

Sept.

12

Orientation for Freshmen

Sept.

12-16

Freshmen Registration

Sept.

12-13

Freshmen Retreat

Sept.

14-16

Registration lor Upperclassmen
Seniors

Sept.

14

Ju niors

Sept.

1

Sophomores

Sept.

16

Classes Begin

Sept.

19

Last

Day

for

Course Changes

Sept. 20

Freshmen Welcome Dance

Sept. 24

Mass of the Holy Ghost

Oct. 7

Harvest Dance

Oct. 15

Honors Convocation & Dedication

of Science Center

Oct. 20

Nov.

Mid-Semester Examinations

7-11

Thanksgiving Recess Begins

Nov. 24

Tap-Off Rally

Nov. 27

Classes

Resume

Nov. 28

R.O.T.C. Mass of Saint Barbara

Dec. 2

Feast of the Immaculate Conception

Dec. 8

Blue and Gold Ball

Dec. 10

Christmas Recess Begins (6:00 P.M.)

Dec. 16

Classes

Resume

Jan. 3

,

Semester Examinations

Jan.

Spring
Registration
6

1

3-20

Term— 1961
Jan. 24-27

Seniors

Jan. 24

Juniors

Jan. 25

Sophomores

Jan. 26

Freshmen

Jan. 27

Classes Begin

Jan. 30

Last

Day

for

Course Changes

Jan. 31
Feb. 11

Military Ball
President's Holiday

Mar. 17

Mid-Semester Examinations

Mar. 20-24

Student Retreat for Upperclassmen

Mar. 27-29

Easter Recess Begins (12:00
Classes

Noon)

Mar. 29

Resume

Apr. 4

Open House

Apr. 9

President of Student Council Election

Apr. 10-11

Class of '62 Elections

Apr. 12-13

Freshmen Formal

Apr. 15

Class of '63 Elections

Apr. 17-18

Class of '64 Elections

Apr. 19-20

Sophomore

Apr. 22

Cotillion

Junior

Week

Apr. 24-29

Junior

Prom

Apr. 29

May

Blue and Gold Day
Senior

Week

May

6

8-13

Ascension Thursday

May

11

Prom

May

13

May

15

May

19

Senior

Founder's

Day

Senior Examinations Begin

Semester Examinations

Memorial Day

Commencement

May

26-June 2

May

30

J une 6
7
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Academic
Affairs

Academic Administration
Vice-President,

Academic

Affairs,

Brother M. Fidelian, F.S.C., Ph.D.

Dean

of Arts

and

Sciences,

Brother G. Robert, F.S.C.,

Dean

MA.

of Business Administration,

Brother David Cassian, F.S.C., M.A.

Dean

of the Evening Division,

Brother Gregorian Paul, F.S.C., Ph.D., LL.D.
Director of Admissions,

Brother

F.

Christopher, F.S.C., Ph.D.

Registrar,

Brother G. Joseph, F.S.C., M.A., LL.D.
Assistant Registrar,

Margaret Keily Lennon, B.A.
Assistant to the Registrar,

Brother Daniel Philip, F.S.C., M.A., M.B.A.
Director of Rostering,
Francis

J.

Nathans, M.A.

Director of the Library,

Brother

Edmund

Joseph, F.S.C., B.S. in L.S.

La Salle College in Europe,
John A. Guischard, Ph.D.

Director,

LA

S II

LE COLLEGE

Organization of the College
Undergraduate Division
1

The School

of Arts and Sciences:

programs leading

a Liberal Arts

to the

Bachelor of Arts degree and

offering majors in Classics, Economics, English,
tory,

Government, His-

Languages, Philosophy, Pre-Law, Sociology, Social Work,

and Teacher

Certification.

h Science programs leading to the Bachelor of Arts degree

and ofand

fering majors in Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics,

Psychology.
2

The School

of Business Administration:

Programs leading

to the

Bachelor of Science Degree and offering

majors in Accounting, General Business, Finance, Industrial Man-

agement, Industrial Relations and Marketing.
3

The Evening
a

Division:

Programs in Business leading to the Bachelor of Science degree
and offering majors in Accounting, Finance, General Business,
Industry, and Marketing.

b Programs in Science leading to a Bachelor of Science degree and
offering majors in Chemistry
c

4

Programs leading

and

Electronics.

to a Certificate of Proficiency.

Summer Division:
Two summer sessions

of five weeks each.

These summer

sessions are

held primarily for matriculated students of La Salle College so that
they may remove academic deficiencies or lighten their future programs of study. It is possible for a qualified student to shorten the
time required for earning a degree by attending the summer sessions.

5

European

Division:

Location— Classes

are conducted at the University of Fribourg in

Switzerland.

Eligibility— The program

is

open

to

male students in

their junior

or senior year from any college in the United States administered
10

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

A

by the Brothers of the Christian Schools.
either French or German is required.

good knowledge of

Credit— A

full academic year program (two semesters) is presented.
This includes courses in religion and philosophy. Credit for all
approved courses is granted by La Salle College.

6

Graduate

Division:

The program
degree. This

in Religious Education, leading to a Master of Arts

program

is

intended primarily for members of the

Brothers of the Christian Schools.

Academic Offices
The

Vice-President for Academic Affairs

division of the College

and

is

is

the chief officer of this

in charge of the overall instructional

program.

The Dean
officer of

of a specific school of the College

the School.

is

the chief executive

Each student should consult the Dean

of his

school on the following matters:
1

anything pertaining to scholastic pursuits;

2

approval of rosters and schedules;

3

permission to

4

permission to schedule extra hours;

5

permission to discontinue a course;

6

a delayed, postponed, or deferred examination;

7

questions concerning scholastic standing;

8

class

9

the Deans'

10

The

make changes

in courses of study;

attendance and absences;
list;

withdrawal from College.
Registrar's Office attends to the following matters:

student records and course marks;

1

filing of

2

issuance of transcripts;

3

preparation of quintile distribution;

4

issuance of student reports;

5

interruption of veteran training.

IMPORTANT: The

Registrar's

must be given
There is a fee of one

Office

notice for the issuance of a transcript.

every copy of a transcript requested after the

a

week's

dollar for

first.

11

LA SALLE COLLEGE
Students are personally responsible for requesting draft deferment.

Upon request, the Registrar's Office will send Selective Service Certificate #109 to the respective service board at the end of the school year.
The Office of Registration and Rostering attends to the following:
The supervision of semester registration.
The scheduling of classes.
2
3
The scheduling of examinations.
1

The Library
The

on the Olney Avenue side of
56,000 books and 300
centered around the College curriculum and

building, erected in 1952,

the campus.

Its

is

located

collection of approximately

magazine subscriptions is
provides most of the books a student

is

ordinarily called

upon

to con-

sult.

The

office of

the Librarian

is

located on the

first

floor of the College

Library.

College Advisory System
Freshman Advisers
Early in the Freshman year faculty

new student

members

are assigned to assist the

adjust himself to the change brought about at the start of

A student will consult with his adviser during the
freshman and sophomore year, or until he has definitely chosen a major field. When a student has chosen a major, he will inform his fresh-

his college career.

man

adviser

and thenceforth consult

his course adviser.

Course Advisers
Academic guidance is necessary to enable students to derive the utmost benefit from their programs of study. Members of the faculty
(usually chairmen of departments) are appointed to give assistance in
the selection of programs of study and of courses within such programs.
Course Advisers work under the direct supervision of the Dean's office.
Pre-registration
Pre-registration takes place during the Spring Semester,
this

and

it

is

at

time that students confer with their advisers and decide on their

academic program for the following year. Notices giving complete information about pre-registration are prominently posted to remind
students of their obligations in this matter.
12

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Every student must have his roster approved and signed by his
proper adviser before turning in his selection of courses to the Dean's
Office.

Registration Procedure
A student has registered

when he has completed the required form
and has complied with the directions given below. Registration
cards must be completed in ink or with a ball-point pen.
After completion, form cards must be approved by the Director of
Rostering. These and the student's Course Cards are then taken to a
member of the Business Office staff who will stamp the Course Cards
and return them along with a roster card to the student. These stamped
cards

Course Cards are
courses indicated

to

be used by the student to gain admission to the

on the

cards.

Academic Standing
A scholarship

index system

is

used at La Salle to determine a student's

average grade. In the determination of the index, each letter grade
ascribed a numerical value, called the grade point.

grade points; "B"
points;

"D"

is

valued

is

valued at

1

at 3

grade points; "C"

grade point; "F"

is

"A"
is

is

valued

is

at 4

valued at 2 grade

valued at zero grade

point.

A grade

point score

is

calculated for each course by multiplying the

numerical equivalent of the

letter

grade by the number of semester

The cumulative index, or the average
found by dividing the sum of the grade point

hours.

the total

number

Deans' Honor

The

Deans'

grade of

all courses,

is

scores for all courses by

of semester hours rostered.

List

Honor

List

is

published at the termination of each semes-

ter.

Those students who have
the Deans' List.

plied with

all

To

this

of the regulations of

eligible for inclusion

on

this

on
must have comthe College. Freshmen are not

a cumulative average of 3.4 are placed

be eligible for

list,

a student

list.

Graduation and Honors

The

bachelor's degree with honors is conferred on a student who has
completed his course at the College with an average of all marks not
lower than 3.4 and who is not under sanction for disciplinary reasons.
13

LA SALLl COLLEGE
In the computation of honors, the candidate lor the bachelor's de-

gree

who

has earned an average of 3.8 in

with the designation

maxima cum

courses will be graduated

all

laude.

A candidate who has earned an average

of 3.6 during the

period of time, will be graduated with the distinction

same

magna cum

laude.

A

candidate

who

has earned an average of 3.4 will graduate with the

cum laude.
Honors are computed on

distinction

the basis of the

work done

for eight semes-

ters.

All students

who

are to receive degrees

required to attend the

Commencement

on Commencement Day are
Exercises, unless specifically

excused by the Vice-President for Student Affairs.

Requirements for a Degree

The

a

candidate for a degree must have completed course work

minimum

equivalent to a

He must

b

have obtained a "C" average or cumulative index of

2.00 in his prescribed

He must

c

him by
d

the

of 132 semester hours.

have

Dean

program of

studies.

fulfilled all course

requirements prescribed for

in his chosen area of concentration.

Eight semesters of collegiate study are required for a degree.

two must be spent in residence
following a full program.
final

at

La

Salle, that

is,

as a

The

student

Academic Censure
Academic censure may assume any one

of four forms,

depending on

the gravity of the situation calling for scholastic discipline.

Warning.

a

An

official

warning

is

given to a student

who

has

re-

ceived "Failure" grades in one-third of the semester hours which comprised his

b

official roster for

Probation.

A

student

the term last completed.
is

placed on probation when:

tained a cumulative scholastic index of
the

first

(a) less

(1)

he has

at-

than 1.50 at the end of

or second semeste'r, (b) less than 1.75 at the end of the third or
(c) less than 1.90 at the end of the fifth or sixth semeshe has received "Failure" grades in more than one-third of

fourth semester,
ter; or,

(2)

the semester hours

which comprised

his official roster for the

term

last

completed.

A

student on probation forfeits the privilege of cuts, participation

in extra-curricular activities,
14

and

eligibility to class or

club

office.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Suspension. This

c

is

forced withdrawal from courses and

dence, with the privilege of returning at the discretion of the

resi-

Dean

of

his School.

d Dismissal. This is forced withdrawal from courses and residence
without the privilege of seeking re-admission.

A student

is

liable to dismissal:

tive scholarship

index of

second semester,

(b) less

(a) less

(1)

when he

than 1.00

has attained a cumula-

at the

end of

his first or

than 1.50 at the end of the third or fourth

(c) less than 1.75 at the end of the fifth or sixth semester; (2)
he has received "Failure" grades in one-half of the credit hours of
his official roster for a particular year; (3) if he has been on probation
for two successive terms.

semester,

if

Academic Regulations
Attendance

A

student is expected to attend every class in each course for which
he is enrolled. A student is held responsible for all the work that he
missed as a result of absence from class or laboratory.
Failure to be present in class or a laboratory ten minutes after the

time

when

the instructor in charge opens a scheduled class or labora-

tory exercise constitutes an absence.

A "cut"

is

defined as a voluntary, unexcused absence. ("Cuts" are not

be regarded

to

as a right

but

as a privilege reserved for conflicts

extra-curricular engagements, for sickness,

with

and other unforeseen

cir-

cumstances.) Students in ordinary good standing are accorded the

number of voluntary, unexcused absences per semester
number of credit-hours assigned to the course. A stuheld responsible for all work missed because of "cuts."

privilege of a

equal to twice the

dent

is

Students on the Deans' List are excused from the academic regulations governing attendance at class.
fill

However, they are expected

to ful-

the requirements of every course rostered, whatever the nature of

these requirements.

Students on probation are denied the "cut" privilege.

who

is

absent to excess

may be

A

student

given a grade of "F."

Absence Permits over a Dean's signature which indicate the opinis an "excused absence" are to be regarded as advisory by faculty members.
ion that an absence

15
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Absences are computed from the

meeting of the semester.
postponement of enrollment, to
change of courses, or to unsatisfactory placement are charged against
the student unless excused by the respective Dean.
Anticipated absences from class because of extra-curricular or academic engagements must be reported by the student to the respective
Dean's office no later than one day before the actual day of absence.
Where a group is involved, the proper authority in the group must
Absences due

to

late

arrival,

first class

to

arrange for the excuse.

Change

of Courses

During the

first

two days of each semester, a student may make, with

the written approval of his Dean, a change in his roster of courses.

Courses dropped or discontinued without the written approval of the

Dean

after this period are recorded as "Failures"

for all purposes.

The

classes

and are

so evaluated

missed in the course to which the student

transferred ordinarily are charged against the student.

Withdrawals

A

student

who withdraws from

the College

must submit a Withdrawal

Notice to the Dean of his School. In the event that a student with-

draws without submitting an
dismissal

is

the College.

official

Withdrawal Notice, honorable

not granted and he forfeits the privilege of returning to

The

date of filing the Withdrawal Notice

is

considered as

the date of withdrawal in all cases.

Conduct of Examinations
Examinations are held in

all

courses at various times throughout each

semester as scheduled by the instructor. Regularly scheduled final ex-

aminations are given
final

examinations

is

at the

end of each semester. The schedule

published in the Collegian and

is

for the

posted on the

Bulletin Boards.

In all examinations students are expected to conduct themselves
with the highest degree, of integrity. Dishonesty or other improper
conduct during the administration of any examination will subject the
student to appropriate disciplinary measures.
R.O.T.C.
In addition to the regulations contained in this Handbook, R.O.T.C.
students must comply with the Cadet Regulations published by the

Department
16

of Military Science.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Library Regulations
Each student will be given a library card entitling him to withdraw
books for home or library use. He must present this card each time a

book is withdrawn, and he shall be held responsible for all books
drawn on the card. Books may be retained for a two-week period and
may be renewed once.
Reference works (dictionaries, encyclopedias, and the like) are
shelved in the main reading room. These are for use in the library
only and may not be withdrawn for outside use.
Books placed on reserve by faculty members for the use of students
may be withdrawn for use in the library. Some may be taken out for
overnight use. Regulations concerning these are posted in the "List of

Reserve Books" at the Reserve Book Desk on the second

A

floor.

two cents per day (higher in the case of reserved books) is
charged for books not returned on time. During the period when a
student owes a fine or retains an overdue book, his library privileges
fine of

are suspended.

All conversation

and smoking

is

prohibited in the Library stack and

reading areas. Failure to comply with these regulations will result in
the suspension of library privileges and/or a $10.00 fine.

Bulletin

Board

For publication of

notices,

boards outside the Deans'

Academic Affairs has the
Other bulletin boards on academic

the Office of

offices.

departmental. Students are held responsible for all notices
appearing on these bulletin boards within twenty-four hours after
affairs are

posting.

Dress

when on camThe
wearing of coat, shirt and tie is required in the classroom. The only exception is the wearing of a sweater with an earned La Salle athletic letter attached. The wearing of Bermuda shorts is specifically prohibited

All students are expected to dress as College gentlemen
pus, particularly during those times

when

classes are in session.

on campus.

17
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Student
Services and
Activities

STUDENT SERVICES

Dear Student,

The

lives of

heroic

men

are always challenging because they are in-

dynamic conviction that man with God is great and that
he has been given something great to do despite his times and circumstances. Cowards are unwilling to accept opportunity, fearful to undertake to completion that great task at hand, too prone to blame others,
too easily discouraged along the way. You must have an overwhelming
faith in the importance of the work you have to do. St. La Salle had
such a faith in the Christian education of youth, and from him La
spired by the

importance of your educa-

Salle College has inherited her faith in the
tion.

Christian education aims at the perfection of the whole

man— his

and social perfection. Life and living
are more complex than just one Sunday Mass, one biology lesson, or
one successful basketball season. Education is more than training for
making a living; it is training for living. La Salle College wants to give
you such an education. Cooperate with her. Take advantage of what
spiritual, intellectual, physical,

she has to offer.

The

unselfish,

well-trained,

teaching faculty at

ward

La

Salle

professional

work together

perfection. So too, dedicated

sons of your counselors

and

men

men who make up

the

your development toyour service in the per-

for

are at

advisers in the Deans' Offices, the Counsel-

ing Center, the Chaplain's Office, the Medical Center, the Office of

Housing, the Athletic

many

others.

Go

to

Office, the Office of

Student Organizations, and

them. Cooperate with them for your greater good

—for your preparation to face successfully the

crises of this

troubled

world.
Sincerely,

6^tU

h^ &-J,

F.s.c.

Brother Gavin Paul, F.S.C.
Vice-President, Student Affairs
19
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Administration
Student Services and Activities
Vice-President, Student Affairs,

Brother Gavin Paul, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Director, Student Organizations,

John A. Guischard, Ph.D.
Chaplain,

Reverend Richard Mark Heath,

O.P., Ph.D.

Assistant Director, Student Organizations,

Charles V. Kelly, M.A.
Director, Counseling Center,

Thomas McCarthy, Ph.D.
Assistant Director, Counseling Center,

Brother E. Austin, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Psychometrist,

Mary

Cattie, B.A.

Director of Housing,

Brother

F.

Adrian, F.S.C., M.A.

Director of Athletics,

James

J.

Henry, LL.D.

College Physician,

Thomas McTear, M.D.
College Nurse,

Mrs.

Andrew

Serchak, R.N.

Director, College Union,

John H. Veen, B.A.
20
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STUDENT SERVICES
g

L

,

fc^J

B
B^

w

Wm.

Dr.

Thomas

I
1

.»

r

N. McCarthy,

a
*

U Ji

£i

if'!

i§

H

1
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Director, Counseling Center

Counseling Center
After the student has been admitted to the College, preregistration

counseling
ter.

made

is

available to

This counseling

is

him by

the College Counseling Cen-

designed to stimulate and

assist self-evaluation

him make educational and

on the part

of each student to help

tional plans

which are commensurate with

voca-

his abilities, interests

and

personality.

When
sary, the

further counseling or other special assistance

student

is

is

deemed

apprised of this need, and. if he chooses,

neces-

may make

use of the College counseling service in resolving his difficulty. Contacts are

maintained with various agencies outside of the College and

students are referred to these

The
basis

counseling service

throughout

is

when

necessary.

available to the student

on

a voluntary

his College career.

Heading Development
An

program of reading development and study habits imThrough this program students are assisted in the development of reading comprehension and
speed as one of the basic skills in effective study. Vocabulary development is emphasized; and while the course is not primarily a mechanical one, the latest speed reading equipment is made available to the
student. Most participants in this activity are able to make a substantial improvement in reading.
intensive

provement

is

offered several times a year.
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Mrs.

Andrew Sfrchak, R.N.

The College Health Program
The

College maintains a Health Service for the purpose of promoting

the general health of the students

and

enlisting their cooperation in

safe-guarding themselves from preventable illness and accidents,
which might otherwise lead to absence from classes and interruption
of their program of study.
The principal component of the Health Service is the medical Infirmary and Dispensary, under the direction of the College physician,
and a Registered Nurse, located in St. Cassian Hall. The regular hours
for treatment and consultation are from 9:00 A.M. to 3:30 P.M.
For resident students, the Infirmary provides temporary hospitalization for minor illness; for serious or prolonged illness, removal to a
local hospital is arranged by the College Physician.
All resident students are required to have a physical examination
by the College Physician, upon entrance.

The

clinical facilities of the

Germantown Hospital (two

city blocks

distance) are at the disposal of any student, in case of emergency.

To

provide necessary medical protection at a reasonable

number

and

cost,

a

thorough study
the plan adopted provides coverage for the twelve-month period for
$30.00, and covers both illness and accident. Participation in this program is optional. All foreign students or those whose home is outside
the United States are required to have this protection. Arrangements
can be made through the office of the Vice-President for Student Affairs,
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of insurance plans were examined,

or the Infirmary.

after a

Reverend Mark Heath, *
O.P., Chaplain

^

Religious Activities
The

religious activities of

cultural, social,

and

La

Salle College seek to unite the academic,

athletic parts of

campus

life

into the God-centered

whole which is the ideal and peculiar mark of a Catholic college. This
ideal is pursued by providing opportunities for personal and private
worship and by encouraging corporate worship and religious activity.
A College Chapel is available both for private visits to the Blessed
Sacrament and for college devotions.

The

College provides a resident chaplain

who

is

present for confes-

and counsel at all times.
Daily Mass is said for the students at 7:25, 7:55 and 12:25. Confessions are heard daily during Mass and also from 12:00 to 12:25.
Weekly Sunday Mass and confessions are provided for resident stu-

sions

dents.

Devotions to Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal are held weekly
during the evening hours for resident students and students in the Evening Division.
First Friday devotions consisting of Masses,

and Benediction honor

the Sacred Heart each month.

During May and October,

special services in

honor of the Blessed

Virgin are held in the evening in the Chapel and at the Lourdes

Grotto on the campus.

make one retreat each year.
requirement by a week-end retreat at St. Joseph'sin-the-Hills Retreat House in Malvern, Pa., or at St. Pius X Retreat
House in Blackwood, near Camden, New Jersey, or by making the
All Catholic students are required to

They may

fulfill this

on campus each year during the first three days
Holy Week. Arrangements for week-end retreats may be made

three-day retreat held
of

through the Office of the Chaplain.

During the year certain
A Solemn Mass

devotions.

feasts are celebrated

of the

by special Masses or

Holy Ghost begins each Academic
23
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Year. A special Mass is celebrated on the feast of Saint Barbara, December 4th, the Patron Saint of Artillerymen, which all members of
the R.O.T.C. unit of the College attend in uniform. A Solemn Mass
in honor of Saint John Baptist de La Salle, the patron saint of the College, is sung each year as part of the Founder's Day exercises.
An announced Requiem Mass is said in the College Chapel after
the death of any member of the immediate family of a student or a
faculty member.

AtllletlCS

Dr James
.

J.

Henry, Director

of Athletics

Intramural Athletics
The program of intramurals is developed to satisfy the needs of the
student body to the extent permitted by available facilities. Intramural leagues in seasonal

sports— touch football, basketball, tennis, base-

volleyball,

ball, softball,

swimming, bowling and track— are formed.

Every student enrolled at La Salle is eligible to participate in the intramural program except varsity athletes during the season of their
sport.

Intercollegiate Athletics

The program
ball,

tennis,

of intercollegiate competition includes basketball, basetrack,

crew, swimming, soccer, cross country,

golf. All students are eligible to

sports.

and

for varsity positions in these

Candidates are called at the beginning of the season in the

spective sports.
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Athletic

To

Awards

be eligible for a varsity athletic award, a participant in a varsity

b

must meet the following requirements:
At all times he must conduct himself as a gentleman, seeking to
advance himself and to promote the best interests of his team
and his college,
He must meet the scholastic requirements demanded of all stu-

c

After he has been

sport
a

dents,

recommended by the coach of the sport in
which he has participated, and after he has merited the approval
of the Athletic Department, and after he has fulfilled the requirements as they are indicated below, he shall be awarded a
letter for each sport in which he participates.

Rifle

To

be eligible for an award in

Rifle, a

member

of the

team must have

taken part in one-half of the regularly scheduled matches.

Basketball
be eligible for an award in Basketball, a member of the team must
have taken part in a majority of halves in all games played during the
official season. (By majority here is understood one more than half the
total number of games played on the regular schedule.)

To

Baseball
To be eligible for a varsity award in Baseball, a participant must have
played in a majority of innings for one season. (By majority here is
understood one more than one-half the total number of innings played
in the regular season.)
least one-half the

(A pitcher or a catcher must take part in

number

at

of innings required of the other players.)

Track

To
a

be eligible for a varsity award in Track, a participant must:

Win

one or more points in an open conference meet (Middle

Atlantics, N.C.A.A. or IC4A).

b

In Spring Track, in

c

Those who participate in Indoor Track
and remain with the squad for the season, receive five points toward the Spring Track requirements,
In Cross Country, be one of the first five low scorers.

all

other than open meets, score an average

of three points per meet.
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Swimming
The requirements

shall be the

same

as those in

Track.

Tennis

To

be eligible lor a varsity award in Tennis, a participant must have

A member

taken part in one-half of the regularly scheduled meets.
the squad

who wins

a

conference singles championship or

who

is

of

a win-

ner in a doubles championship shall be eligible for an award.

Golf

To

be eligible for an award in Golf, a participant must have taken

part in one-half of the regularly scheduled matches, or must have com-

peted with credit in an annual conference tournament. (To have com-

peted with credit shall be interpreted as having placed in the upper
fourth of the competing group.)

Crew

To

be eligible for an award in rowing, a

member

Soccer
The requirements shall be the same

Crew must

of the

have taken part in one-half of the regularly scheduled

races.

as those in Basketball.

The Varsity Award

The award
cases, blue.

be an eight-inch block

shall

The

letter of gold;

granting of a sweater award

is

or,

in

some

at the discretion of the

Athletic Department. Sweaters are awarded to those winning their

major or minor

ior year. Sweaters
stripes

on the

first

The second sweater may be awarded in the Senwon in the Senior year shall have the number of
sleeve equal to the number of letters won in that

letter.

left

particular sport.

A

contrasting colored stripe shall denote a captaincy

in that sport. Blankets are

may be awarded

to seniors

awarded

to seniors of

who have

champion teams and

received their varsity letter for

three consecutive years in one sport.

Athletic Schedules for

The Department
sports

1960-61

of Athletics publishes

which are distributed early

the Spring term for the Spring sports.
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The College Union
The Union

is

the

community center

of the college, for all

members

of

family— students, faculty, administration, alumni, and
guests. It is not just a building; it is also an organization and a program. Together they represent a well-considered plan for the commuthe

college

nity life of the college.

As the "living room" or the "hearthstone" of the

college, the

union

members of
campus and for get-

provides for the services, conveniences, and amenities the
the college family need in their daily
ting to

life

on the

know and understand one another through informal

association

outside the classroom.

The Campus Store

The Campus
stocks a
faculty,

Store, located on the Main Floor just off the Lobby,
wide variety of merchandise for the convenience of students,
alumni, and friends. The store is also open to the general pub-

lic.

A

large section of the store

a capacity of over 1,500
selections of quality
store or

book

titles,

devoted to paper-bound books. With

is

the store has one of the most complete

paper-bound books

to

be found in any college

store in the area.

The College Union Committees

The

College

Union Committees

of interested students

are a

group of organizations composed

who plan and

carry out all activities in the

Union Building sponsored by the Union. All students are urged to participate. The Union Committees have a governing board separate from
the student government; however, they are responsible to the Union
Director. The College Union has the following Committees:
Dance Committee
Games Committee
Music Committee
Coffee Hour Committee
Photography Committee

Film Committee
Publicity Committee
Host Committee
Art Committee
Travel & Outing Committee
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COLLEGE UNION HOURS
HI

DING

II

8:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M.

CAI

1

8:00 A.M. to

0:00 P.M.

Friday

10:00 A.M. to

0:00 P.M.

Saturday

10:00 A.M. to

6:00 P.M.

Sunday

1TRIA

AND FACULTY DINING ROOM
to

2:30 P.M.

Monday through

5:00 P.M. to

7:00 P.M.

Monday, Tuesday & Thursday

5:00 P.M. to

6:00 P.M.

Wednesday & Friday

8:00

10:00

and

A.M.

A.M.

to 11:00

5:00 P.M. to

A.M.

5:00 P.M. to

Friday

Saturday

6:00 P.M.

10:00 A.M. to 12:00 P.M.

and

Monday through Thursday

Sunday

6:00 P.M.

SNACK BAR
11:00

A.M.

to 11:00

P.M.

Monday, Tuesday & Thursday

7:00 P.M.

Wednesday k Friday

8:30 A.M. to

4:30 P.M.

Monday through

6:00 P.M. to

8:45 P.M.

Monday, Tuesday & Thursday

6:00 P.M. to

7:30 P.M.

Wednesday

9:00 A.M. to

7:00 P.M.

Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday

9:00 A.M. to

5:00 P.M.

Thursday & Friday

10:00 A.M. to

4:00 P.M.

6:00 P.M. to

9:30 P.M.

Monday through Friday
Monday through Thursday

11:00 A.M. to

BOOK STORE
Friday

BARBER SHOP

LOST & FOUND

GAME ROOM
10:00 A.M. to

5:00 P.M.

6:00 P.M. to 11:00 P.M.

Monday through Friday
Monday through Thursday

THESE HOURS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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Student Regulations
Bulletin

Boards

Student groups making use of the bulletin boards for announcements
of their activities shall type or print neatly such notices on a piece of

paper that measures approximately eight inches by eleven. For shorter
notices, a piece one-half this size may be used. Notices which are carelessly prepared are subject to removal without explanation. After a
notice has expired, those responsible for its posting are expected to
see to

its

removal.

Posters or notices advertising events held outside of the College's

must have the permission of the Vice-President for Student
can be exhibited on the official bulletin board.
Posting notices of college events on the campus grounds must have

jurisdiction

Affairs, before they

the permission of the Vice-President for Student Affairs.

Students are prohibited from affixing notices to any part of the

woodwork

or walls in corridors and classrooms.

Failure to comply with these regulations will subject students to
disciplinary action.

Outside

A

Work

student

who

plans to support himself in whole or in part during a

semester should obtain the approval of the Vice-President for Student
Affairs

and should report the

details of the

proposed employment
may be done

the office of the Vice-President for Student Affairs. This
the semester registration period.

The

sole reason for this

is

to
at

helpful

guidance of the student's program of study.
Alcoholic Beverages

Any

student, registered in the

age,

is

in

Day

Division,

who

is

under

21 years of

forbidden under sanction to purchase and/or consume alcohol

an outside agency from

pose of holding a social

whom

affair,

space has been engaged for the purunder the sponsorship of a recognized

club or organization of the College.
Solicitation for Funds

No

solicitation for funds will be allowed on the part of students without the permission of the Faculty Adviser of their club or organization

and the express approval

of the Vice-President for Student Affairs.

Student Discipline
Non-scholastic disciplinary action

may

take one of the following forms:
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Probation— wherein

a

conduct
ties

and where

shown himself

a student has

sufficiently grievous to

guilty of mis-

warrant notice by the College authori-

his status as a College student

is

such that privileges

(including academic) ordinarily granted a student are

denied him.
the faculty.

A

student on probation

The

is

temporarily

subject to close supervision by

time limit for the period of probation

is

set

by the

Vice-President for Student Affairs.

Suspension. Such action

b

is

taken

when

the misconduct drawing

censure assumes grave proportions. Suspension means exclusion from
classes until the

end of the semester during which the student draws

such action upon himself. Suspension does not deny the student the
privilege of re-entering.

A serious breach of the canon of conduct expected of
young men may result in dismissal. Such action means exclusion from classes without the privilege of re-entering them. Usually
such action means dishonorable withdrawal and an entry is accordingly made on the student's permanent record.
Dismissal.

c

college

Property

Damage
damage

In the event of

to

any building, furniture, apparatus, or other

property of the College, students responsible for such shall be held
liable

and subject

to disciplinary action.

Smoking Regulations
Smoking

is

all classrooms and laboratories;
and Union Theatre and on the stages;
in any part of Benilde Hall or Leonard

prohibited at any time in

inside the College auditorium
inside the Faculty residence;

Hall.

Smoking

is

permitted outside of

all

in designated

buildings;

areas such as the corridors of College Hall, the lobby of the audito-

rium, the stairwells of

all

buildings excepting Benilde Hall, the corri-

dors and meeting rooms of the College Union; and in general wherever ashtrays have been officially provided for this purpose.

Lost

and Found Department

Lost or found articles are to be reported to the

office of

the Director of

the College Union.

Dining Areas
Students using the
utensils

when

students.
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facilities of the cafeteria are

urged

to

remove eating

finished in order to provide table space for their fellow

Lunches are

to

be eaten in the cafeteria.

No

lunches are to
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be eaten in classrooms, corridors, laboratories, or lounge rooms.

It is

forbidden to eat lunches on the College quadrangle.

specifically

Advertisements

No

student

may

solicit

or accept advertising material or enter

upon

any contracts pertaining thereto for use in any publications, programs,
or announcements connected with the College in any way unless both
the purpose of the advertising and the names of the prospective advertisers are approved by the Faculty Adviser and the Vice-President for
Student Affairs.

Parking Regulations
Parking

prohibited inside the campus gates. Students are subject to

is

fines for violation of

parking regulations.

Liability

The
left

College will not be responsible for books, articles of clothing, etc.,
behind by the student, nor will it assume responsibility for the loss

due

to theft,

fire, etc.,

of books, clothing, or other articles in possession

of the student.

Insignia

No

insignia bearing the seal of the College

may be used by any

organi-

zation without the specific approval of the Vice-President for Student
Affairs, in

each

case.

emblems bearing

This

refers to club keys, class rings,

the College seal.

seal of the College shall

The

and any other

sale of class rings

bearing the

be transacted through the campus

store.

Students are not permitted to wear athletic insignia of other institu-

on the campus.

tions

Merchandising
All students are forbidden to engage in merchandising of any kind on
the premises of

La

Salle College.

Mail

Day

students are not permitted to use the address of

for the receiving of their personal mail.

concerning school

ment
office

activities

is

La

Salle College

Mail addressed to students

delivered to the Post Office in the base-

of College Hall. Resident students will be provided with a post

box.

Telephone Messages
Telephone messages are not delivered personally except

in cases of

emergency.
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Facilities

Permission to use class or lecture rooms for student meetings must be
secured from the

the Director of the College -Union.

office of

Student groups desiring to use the auditorium, lounge or any campus

facilities for

general meetings or social functions should submit a

formal request to the
first

office of

the Director of the College

Union

after

securing the signature of the Faculty Adviser. Each of these

re-

quests must be submitted on the form entitled "Reservation of Facilities"

lege

which may be secured from the
Union.

office of

the Director of the Col-

Dress

when on camThe
wearing of coat, shirt and tie is required in the classroom. The only exception is the wearing of a sweater with an earned La Salle athletic letter attached. The wearing of Bermuda shorts is specifically prohibited

All students are expected to dress as College gentlemen
pus, particularly during those times

when

classes are in session.

on campus.
Residence Hall Regulations

A

complete

list

of house regulations

is

available for all resident stu-

dents in the Office of the Director of Housing.

College Union Regulations
Regulations applicable to the College Union are to be found in the
College Union Handbook.

Organizations

New

student clubs require the authorization of the faculty. Applica-

tion for approval should be filed with the Student Organizations

mission and Student Council.

dent organization

membership

lists,

when

A

group

is

faculty approval

including

officers,

given
is

official status as

granted.

should be

filed

Two

Coma stu-

copies of

with the Student

Organizations Commission.
Intercollegiate Delegates
Student delegates to intercollegiate meetings must have the approval
of the Vice-President for Student Affairs.

Expenditures
1

All expenditures

must be authofized by the Treasurer of the

or-

ganization and must have the written approval of the President of the

organization and the Faculty Adviser of the group.
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2

week

A

must be obtained

receipt

after the

for every expenditure.

Within

a

holding of any function involving the expenditure of

money belonging

to the organization, a financial statement and
must be approved by the Faculty Adviser and the funds

all

receipts

de-

by the Treasurer of the organization.

No

posited in the Bursar's

office

funds can be withdrawn without the written approval of the Treasurer and Faculty Adviser.
3

Two

months prior

to the date of

any function, the committee in

charge shall present to the Faculty Adviser, or to the assembled

mem-

bers of the organization, a complete budget of expenses including the

report of the Treasurer of the organization.

proved, this budget

may

Once

it

has been ap-

not be exceeded without the express consent

of the Faculty Adviser.

4

All tickets must be numbered, including complimentary tickets.

A master work
each
ticket

5

sheet shall be kept at the door during the affair, listing

of person holding ticket or student to whom the
was entrusted, and whether or not the ticket has been paid for.

ticket,

name

Within a week following the function,

committee

Rule

as stated in

2,

the

shall turn over to the Faculty Adviser as well as to the or-

ganization:
a

a complete financial report of all receipts

b

all receipts;

c

the master

6

The Treasurer

and expenditures;

and,

work

sheet

shall

showing the

status of all tickets printed.

keep an exact record of

all receipts

and

ex-

penditures in a book provided for the purpose. This book shall be
available for examination by the President of the organization

the Faculty Adviser.

The Treasurer

shall turn over this

Faculty Adviser at the time of the election of
7

No

contract involving the

name

of

La

new

book

and by
to the

officers.

Salle College

may be

ne-

gotiated without the written authorization of the Vice-President for

Student Affairs.

LA SALLE COLLEGE

Dr.

Mr. Charles V. Kelly

John A. Guischard

Director. Student Organizations

William V. Welch, III
Student Council President

Assistant Director, Student Organizations

Student Government at La Salle
The

ultimate power of student government at La Salle College rests

with the Student Council which in turn has delegated certain powers
responsibilities to the Student Organizations Commission and the
Residence Hall Council, both of which are standing committees of the

and

Student Council.

The Student Council
in

its

is

the official representative of the student

relations with the administrators

and

body

faculty of the college, the

student representatives of other educational institutions and associations, the

community, and the public in general.

It

is

composed of

twenty-five voting representatives: the President of Student Council,

elected by the student

each

class;

and four

body

officers

at large; the four

officers of

each from the Residence Hall Council and

the Student Organizations Commission.
these representatives

duly elected

may be found

The manner

of election for

in the Constitution

and By-Laws

of the Student Council.

Traditionally, Student Council sponsors such social affairs as the
Harvest Dance, the Freshmen Welcome Dance, and the Blue and Gold
Ball;

manages the Student Loan

Services, sponsors the

Freshmen Ori-

entation Program, holds student-faculty assemblies, represents the col-
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lege in inter-collegiate conferences,

and

serves as a channel of

commu-

nication between the student body and the faculty and college administrators.

The Residence

Hall Council, a student organization consisting of

committees whose interests are classed as religious, social, athletic,
is primarily concerned with the out-of-town students. The Residence
Hall Council governs and assists those students by providing activities

them and
and relaxation. Members

same time provide the

specially geared to develop

at the

means

of this organization are elected

for rest

by the resident students of the college.

The Student

Organizations Commission

dent Council for coordinating the

is

responsible to the Stu-

activities of clubs, fraternities,

and

other student organizations, and for governing the actions of these
organizations.

The

Student Organizations Commission

immediately

is

responsible for administering the student organizations under
diction in order that the best interests of the student
lege

may be

served.

trative channels

The Commission

is

the

first

its juris-

body and the

col-

agent in the adminis-

provided for the approval of student groups seeking

and all such groups are required to initiate
Commission, at the same time submitting a
copy of the organization's proposed constitution for review and apofficial

college recognition,

their petitions with the

proval.

The Student
dents of

all

Organizations Commission

is

composed

of the Presi-

student organizations, the editors of the Collegian (college

newspaper) and the Explorer

(college

yearbook),

and the Junior

Delegate of the National Federation of Catholic College Students.

is

The

Commission are elected from and by the members.
A special committee under the jurisdiction of the Student Council
the Committee of Explorers (C.O.E.), a group of students spe-

officers of

cifically

the

concerned with instilling esprit de corps within the student

body and functions as a service group. The C.O.E. is responsible for
the pep rallies at the college and leads the cheering sections at athletic
events. By personal contact, posters, flyers, and other publicity media,
it promotes many campus functions and encourages the active support
of all the students at college events.

The

Student Loan, managed by the Student Council,

is

a service

provided for the student through which he can borrow small amounts
of

money without

interest, usually for a

period of two weeks. After
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such periods
final

payment

when

the loan becomes clue, a fine

The Student Government
you, the student, and
of

all

its

is

charged until the

of the loan.

it

of

La

Salle College

is

requests your full support

interested in serving

and cooperation

in

endeavors. Your support and cooperation will be evidenced

by your observance of the rules and regulations of student government, by your attendance at the various events and meetings sponsored by your student government, and by your active participation
in the Student Council or any of its subordinate organizations and
agencies.

Faculty Advisers
A

Faculty Adviser for every class and for every extra-curricular activity

is

appointed by the Vice-President for Student

Affairs.

He

shall act as

between the organization and the College administration.
The President of the class or organization shall inform the Adviser of the time and place of all meetings.
The President of the organization shall consult with the Adviser
regarding the agenda of the meeting.
The Adviser shall act as judge in all questions as to the legality,
propriety or diplomacy of decisions or actions of the organization or
its members in what concerns college regulations, cordial relations
with other campus activities and inter-institutional relations.
The Secretary shall keep the Adviser informed concerning the memliaison officer

bership of the organization. (This does not refer to

classes.)

Organizations
Accounting Association
This is an organization for all students majoring in Accounting who
are interested in broadening their knowledge of financial matters and
being apprised of the opportunities for positions subsequent to graduation.

The

Association obtains successful business executives and

practicing certified public accountants to speak at monthly meetings

on

subjects of current interest to students of Accounting.

Honor Society of Alpha Epsilon
The Alpha Chapter of the Honor
lished at La Salle College on June
36

Society of

Alpha Epsilon was

estab-

The purpose

of the

the third, 1935.
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society

to

is

provide suitable recognition of scholarly attainment in

conjunction with extra-curricular activity as well as to promote closer

between students, alumni and the

affiliation

faculty.

Members

of the

Senior Class are eligible for election. Candidates for membership are

nominated by members of the College faculty and elected by the

so-

ciety.

Alpha Epsilon Delta

A

Honor
known as

chapter of this National Premedical

lished

on the La

The

chapter.
1

2

To
To

Salle

campus.

It is

object of this society

Society has been estab-

the Pennsylvania Delta

is:

encourage excellence in premedical scholarship.
stimulate an appreciation of the importance of premedical

education in the study of medicine.
3

To promote

cooperation and contacts between medical and pre-

medical students and educators in developing an adequate pro-

gram
4

To

of premedical education.
bind together similarly interested students.

Alpha Phi Omega
On the campus of La Salle College in May of 1955 the Lambda Pi
Chapter of Alpha Phi Omega was given faculty approval. Alpha Phi

Omega

is

the largest national fraternity in the United States with a

membership

of over

two hundred and eighty chapters including one

chapter in the Philippine Islands, Alaska and Puerto Rico.
tional service fraternity with service as

1

service to the student

2

service to

embodies four fields of
body and faculty;
youth and community;

3

service to

members

4

service to the nation as participating citizens.

of the fraternity

It is a na-

main theme. The program
activity. They are:

its

of the fraternity;

The Benilde Club
The Benilde Club has for its objects to foster a deeper religious spirit
in its members, and to spread interest in and understanding of voca-

among the student body.
The Benilde Club sponsors weekly

tions

faculty

members or

invited guests,

discussion groups, lectures by

and motion

pictures.

The

club co-

operates with the Archconfraternity of Christian Doctrine in the field
of catechetical instruction.

Membership

in the Benilde

Club

is

open

to all students.
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Caisson Club

The

Caisson Club is an organization sponsored by the Reserve OffiTraining Corps. The primary purposes of this club are:
to maintain a high standard of military education in school;
1
to encourage and foster the essential qualities of good and effi2

cers'

cient officers; and,
3

to

The
cial

promote friendship and good fellowship among the

cadets.

Caisson Club sponsors the Annual Military Ball and other

and business functions

in this club

is

for

members

of the

so-

R.O.T.C. Membership

limited to outstanding students in the second year basic

course and the advanced course.

Chymian Society
The Chymian Society

is organized for the purpose of fostering interest
This society received a charter in 1949 from the American Chemical Society as a chapter of student affiliates. Lectures, movies, plant visits, and various other projects including some social activities constitute the programs held bi-weekly. Students majoring in
chemistry are eligible for membership.

in chemistry.

Economics Club
The Economics Club has for its purpose the furtherance of interest in
and understanding of the theoretical and practical aspects of Economics with emphasis on Catholic Social Philosophy in relation to economic life. This shall be accomplished primarily by means of discussion group meetings. Membership is open to all interested students.
Club Hispano
This society is organized for the purpose of providing a closer liaison
between Spanish students and their department as well as for facili-

El

tating the social

and

Fabrician Society
The Fabrician Society
sciences.

Founded

cultural relations of students of that language.

is

open

to all students interested in the biological

in 1933 as the Pre-medical Society of

La

Salle Col-

endeavored to encourage excellence in scholarship, and
strong bonds of friendship among those students contemplating medicine and the allied fields. Periodical seminars are arranged to present
the various aspects of the work of the physician and medical student,
and to provide information on the latest trends and discoveries in
medicine and the biological sciences.
lege, it has
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Gavel Society

The Gavel Society exists at La Salle College for the general purpose of
drawing together all those men who are interested in argumentation
and debate and for the specific purpose of providing membership for
the intercollegiate debating teams representing the College.

German Club
The German Club
Language

to create honor for the College, reand friendship for the students; to offer German
and those who are interested in German culture

was organized

spect for the faculty,
students,

an opportunity to participate in organized German cultural activities
on the campus, and to plan visits to German shows, clubs, and other
places of interest to the student studying the

German

language.

Glee Club
Traditionally, the Glee Club at

La

been a symbol of the high
found among La Salle men. Not
only has the Glee Club been a musical group; it has always been a
friendly group whose members were held together by a fraternal spirit
of comradeship. The Glee Club sponsors several recitals during the
year, at which guest soloists perform.
appreciation of the finer things of

Herbert

Weber

S.

The Herbert
Membership

who

is

Society

Weber

S.

Salle has

life

open

Society

is

the English club at

La

Salle College.

to all students of the College, particularly those

concentrate in English studies and Education students

who

in-

tend to teach English in the schools. Discussions on literature and writing, as well as

on dramatic presentations, amateur and

professional,

comprise the program of the meetings. Often a visiting speaker
vited to the
II

is

in-

monthly meetings.

Circolo La Salliano

The aim

art,

trips, films

who

is to foster an interest in the Italian
and culture in general by means of lectures, museum
and social activities. Membership is open to all students

of the Circolo Lasalliano

language,

are interested.

Industrial Relations

Commission

In 1952 the students of La Salle College came to realize the
tial

of the

many

full

poten-

facets of Industrial Relations. Therefore, in order to

dynamic area of this
Commission was organized.

actively participate in the

dustrial Relations

field of study, the In-
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However, because of the obvious overlapping among
the College of Business Administration,

in

allied courses

membership

is

not

re-

stricted to Industrial Relations majors.

Quite to the contrary, the Industrial Relations Commission

is open to
body and is known as an excellent springboard, not
the development of academic talents in the field of human

the entire student

only for

but also for the cultivation of homogeneous relationships

relations,

with fellow students.

Club

encompass

activities

academic, and

members

all

all

areas of scholastic events, social

and

participate wholeheartedly in furthering

the aims of the club.

International Relations Club

The IRC

is

affiliated

with the Carnegie Foundation for International

Peace and with the National Federation of Catholic College Students

The IRC

is

open

to all students of

La

Salle in

good standing.

It en-

deavors to develop discussion leaders and offers opportunity to practice

parliamentary procedure. Regular meetings are held in which

papers are presented or panel and round table discussions are conducted. There

is

a regional intercollegiate

meeting monthly, and, from

time to time, radio discussions are presented over Radio Station

Kappa Mu

Epsilon

Membership

in the Pi Beta chapter of

Kappa

Mu

tional honorary undergraduate mathematics society,

students

who

Lambda

Epsilon, the nais

awarded those

are in the upper third of the Junior class in general

scholarship and whose index in a

mathematics

WFIL.

is

minimum

of twenty-two hours of

at least 2.70.

Tau

lota

(Beta Zeta Chapter)

Requirements

for

membership in this national honorary undergradu"B" average in at least 9 hours of courses in
C-j- general scholastic average. Each member must

ate English society are a
literature,

and

submit to

his

a

sponsor a paper dealing with a literary topic, either

re-

search, creative or critical.

Le Cercle Claude!
Students of the French language and culture find an outlet for their
interests in this society named for the French-Catholic diplomat and
40
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author Paul Claudel.

and

a dinner for

its

Two

meetings a month, a French language play,

members comprise

the activities of this society.

Marketing Association

The

two-fold purpose of the club

field of

is:

first,

to foster

an

interest in the

marketing, and second, to promote high ethical standards with-

in the field.

The Masque
The La Salle Masque

is

a dramatic

students interested in the stage.

presentations

and

full

group offering opportunities

The annual program

to

includes short

length plays. Student participation in this ex-

tra-curricular activity covers all aspects of stage work. Besides acting,

Masque take part in make-up and costume work, scenconstruction and lighting, as well as the business of promotion

members
ery

of the

associated with dramatic productions.

National Federation of Catholic College Students
This is the organization of the student bodies of the more than 180
Catholic Colleges throughout the country. Its purpose is to foster and
coordinate collegiate co-curricular activity among the nation's campuses, and through this means, realize the Catholic college community. At La Salle, the Student Council President appoints two delegates
to the Regional Council of N.F.C.C.S.

Newtonian Society

The Newtonian

Society

is

an academic organization devoted

interests of students in the physical sciences.

quent lectures given by the

The Newtonian
tific

Phi

members, or invited

guests.

Society likewise supports other activities of a scien-

members

direct.

Sigma Upsilon

social fraternity

whose membership

is

open

to all students of the

College. It has as one of

its

at St. Francis Industrial

School at Eddington, Penna.

Pi

to the

society sponsors fre-

or social nature, as the opportunities of the school calendar and

the interest of the

A

faculty,

The

purposes the social welfare of the students

Delta Phi

The Alpha

Psi Chapter of Pi Delta Phi, the National French Honor
was established on the campus in 1951. The purpose of the
society, as defined in the charter, is to foster a wider knowledge and a
greater love for the contributions of France to world culture.
Society,
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Podium Society
he Podium Society

is organized for the general purpose of creating
promotes the appreciation of modern and classical
music by inviting to our Campus outstanding artists of the musical
world, members of jazz and dance bands, symphonic orchestras, and
concert bands. Membership in this club is open to all students of La
1

interest in music. It

Salle College

who

are genuinely interested in music.

Polish Club

Open

to all students of Polish

and

to other students

who have an

in-

language, literature and culture of Poland.

terest in the

Praefectus Club
This is an organization composed of student managers of athletic
teams.

To

be eligible for membership in the Praefectus Club, a candi-

date must:
1

serve one year as

an apprentice manager,

this

apprenticeship to

be served in the sophomore year, and then be voted in by

mem-

bers;

2

maintain a high

3

evidence loyalty to La Salle and her ideals;

4

have a keen desire to work for the good of the College;

5

be courteous and gentlemanly at

level of Scholarship;

all times.

Psychology Club

The purpose

Club is to provide a means for the furknowledge and understanding through lectures,

of the Psychology

ther attainment of

movies, trips and discussions.

Two secondary purposes of this Club will be to foster friendships
and good fellowship built on common interest, mutual understanding
and similar goals, and to correspond with the Alumni now in Graduate Schools in order to gather valuable information

about same.

The Saint Thomas More Society

The

Thomas More
who are in the

Saint

students

who have an

Society seeks

its

membership primarily from

pre-law curriculum. However,

interest in the study of

law are welcome

all

to

students

apply for

membership.

Sigma Beta Kappa
In the Spring of 1947, the

Gamma

formed on the campus of La
42

Chapter of Sigma Beta Kappa was

Salle College.

A

national Catholic organ-

STUDENT SERVICES
ization devoted primarily to the

development of character and campus

leadership on the basis of a strong sense of Christian morality, the
ternity

membership

is

limited by

its

fra-

charter to a small segment of the

student body.

Any undergraduate of the College may be pledged to Sigma Beta
Kappa, the deciding factors in the selection of new members being the
ability of the pledge to carry out the aims of the group.
Each chapter of the National Fraternity is required to adopt as a
secondary aim some political, social, or economic phase of Catholic
action.

Society for the Advancement of Management
This is the national professional society of management men.

It aims
enhance the application of scientific management principles in industry and to foster the development of future managerial talent. Ac-

to

tivities in

more

the student chapter of S.A.M. prepare the college

effective role in the

management

man

for a

duties he will perform in in-

dustry after graduation.

The Sociology Club

The purpose

Club is to provide opportunities for soand other persons interested in the field to acquaint
themselves with the practical aspects of sociology and with the opportunities for advanced study and placement in this field. These aims are
accomplished by forums, career conferences, guest speakers, and field
trips. Membership is open to any interested student.
of the Sociology

ciology majors

Varsity Club
The purpose of the Varsity Club is the organization of the lettermen
in a society to advance and improve varsity and intramural athletics,

and to support athletic teams. To be a
manager must have earned the Varsity Letter.
The club usually conducts a dance and offers financial assistance for
to stimulate student interest,

member,

a player or

athletics

when needed.

Student Publications
La Salle Collegian
This is a weekly student newspaper.
students

who

It serves

are interested in journalism

and

both

as a

workshop

for

as a vehicle for dissemi-

nating views and news of interest to the student body.
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The Explorer
This is the annual published by the members of the graduating class.
It
voluntary activity initiated by the students and is supported in
the main by individual subscriptions. It serves as a record of college
life and activities.
i->

;i

Tricon

A
all

literary publication of the

Weber

Society.

The magazine

be addressed to the Editor, Tricon, La Salle College.

La Salle College

Alma Mater

Above Explorers valiant, here
under thine eyes
Thy Blue and Gold banners
unfurl in the skies;

Chorus

La

Salle,

La

Salle, thy glory,

thy triumphs

Thy name

we

praise;

in song, forever we,

thy sons, shall raise.

Here armed, thy
ing await thy

scions stand-

command;

Thou fortress of faith
God and our land.

in our

Repeat Chorus

la Salle College Fight Song
Fight, fight, fight, fight;
fight,

fight

on Explorers;
on for L.S.C.

Give 'em "L"
Give 'em "A"
Give 'em "S-A-L-L-E"
So fight on to victory.

Repeat
44
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students of the college to submit manuscripts. Manuscripts should
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Explorer's Rock (to tune of "Rock

Around the Clock")

go explorer team, let's go La Salle;
go explorer team, let's go La Salle;
Let's go explorer team, let's go La Salle;
We're gonna rock around the court tonight.
Let's
Let's

Well it's L-A-S-A-L-L-E
We're gonna rock right on to victory
We're gonna rock around the court tonight
We're gonna rock, rock, rock to the broad daylight.
We're gonna rock, gonna rock around the court tonight.

Cheers
1

2

3

4
5

Put
Put

it

up, Blue and Gold! Put

it

up! (clap-clap)

it

up, Blue

and Gold! Put

it

up! (clap-clap)

Pick

it

up, Blue and Gold! Pick

it

up!

(clap-clap)

Pick

it

up, Blue and Gold! Pick

it

up!

(clap-clap)

We fight good; We fight well. When
We fight like L-A-S-A-L-L-E!
Let's

go explorers

we

fight,

clap, clap, clap, clap, clap.

CHANT:
Go-o-o-o-o Explorers!

BEAT

(opponent)
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BUSINESS AFFAIRS
Vice-President, Business Affairs

Joseph

Sprissler, B.A., D.C.S.

Bursar

Brother Edward John,
F.S.C., M.A., D.C.S.

Superintendent of Buildings

and Grounds
Donald Masser
Director of Food Services

William Hall

Manager

Assistant Treasurer

Brother E. James,
F.S.C.,

of

Campus

Store

Francis deSales Kerr, B.S.

LL.D.

Manager of Campus Store
Jerome L. Muir, B A.

Assistant

Budget Accountant
Bernard O'Connor
Business Affairs

The

Vice-President for Business Affairs supervises and coordinates that

area which includes financial accounting, the Office of the Bursar, the

Department of Buildings and Grounds and the management of the
various auxiliary enterprises of the College.

The Office of the Bursar

The Bursar should be

consulted whenever a student wishes informa-

tion about tuition, fees, receipts of bills

and any

financial arrange-

ments.
Tuition

A

academic year of two semesnormal schedule, is charged as follows:

single tuition fee covering the regular

ters,

for students carrying a

Major
Major

areas of concentration in the sciences

$700.00

areas of concentration in business

administration and in liberal arts

A

normal schedule

is

$680.00

defined as that standard schedule prescribed

by the school or department, which shall be not less than 12 credit
hours and generally not more than 18 credit hours per semester.
The tuition fee for part-time students in the day program (taking
less than 12 credit hours per semester) and for full-time students taking more than the normal schedule is $20.00 per semester for each
credit hour of part-time work and for each credit hour in excess of the
normal schedule.
For reasons which the College shall consider valid, a student who
withdraws before the end of the semester may receive a refund or a remission of part of the unpaid balance of his tuition

fee.
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Deposits

ROTC

ROTC

Deposit. Students enrolled in the advanced course

make

This deposit

are

indemnify the
College for possible loss sustained in commutation allowance from the
United States Government where a student's interruption of course is
caused for reasons other than that of "At the convenience of the Government." This deposit will be refunded to the student at the complerequired to

a deposit of $50.00.

tion of the course; or in the case of

Government" when

of the

ment

to the Military

"Termination

is

to

at the

convenience

the student returns his uniforms

and equip-

Department.

Residence Halls

The

cost of

room and board

When making

application

Halls, the applicant

is

for resident students
for

accommodations

is

$775.00 per year.

in

Residence

the

required to include with his application a Res-

Upon occupancy, this deposit
Damage Deposit Account. In the

ervation Deposit of $25.00.
to the

Resident Student's

untary non-occupancy, the Reservation Deposit
Financial

forfeited.

is

due and payable on or before the

day of each semester, and must be paid within ten

after.

No

drafts,

credited

Arrangements

One-half of the annual tuition fee
first

is

is

case of vol-

reduction

is

made

(10) days there-

in the case of late registration. Checks,

and money orders should be made payable to the order of La
and presented in person or mailed to the Office of the

Salle College

Bursar.

Financial Delinquency

Students delinquent in the payment of tuition or other

whom

fees,

or against

the College holds record of indebtedness shall forfeit the privi-

lege of attending class, and the College shall have the right to delay
government benefits, if any, withhold semester report grades, transcript
of records, and diploma of graduation until such indebtedness is paid.
Students who have not settled their account by the close of the semester will

not be permitted to register for the succeeding semester unless

the account

is

settled.

La Salle College Bank Loan Plan
Information regarding the College Bank Loan Plan may be obtained
at the Business Office of the College. No other general plan for paying
the tuition fee, or room and board, on a deferred basis will be availa48
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ble.

Veterans attending under Public

their tuition fee or other obligation,

Law

550 are required to pay

under the same regulations

as pre-

scribed for non-veterans.

National Defense Student Loan Program
Students seeking information regarding eligibility and application
should communicate with the Office of the Vice-President for Student
Affairs.
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Joseph Sgro, Assistant to Director and John L. McCloskey, Vice President Public Relations

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Vice-President, Public Relations

John

L. McCloskey,

Director of

M.B.A.

Alumni

Joseph L. Hanley, B.A.

News Bureau
Ralph W. Howard, B.A.

Director of

Director of Placement
L.

Thomas

Reifsteck,

M.B.A.

Director of Development

John

L. McCloskey, M.B.A.

Development

Assistant to the Director of

Joseph

Sgro, B.S.
J.

Public Relations

The

Vice-President for Public Relations supervises and coordinates

Development and Placement Departments, and the News
Bureau of the College. The area of Public Relations is located in the
the Alumni,

College Union Building (second floor). The
ments are available to all students.

News Bureau
The News Bureau

services of these depart-

responsible for communicating news about

is

Salle College to newspapers, periodicals, radio

All academic

and

cleared through the

sports releases concerning

and

La

La

television.

Salle College are

News Bureau.

The student is encouraged to take advantage of the services of the
News Bureau by forwarding any newsworthy items concerning his activities. These will be forwarded to his local or hometown newspaper
and other

interested media.

The Alumni Office

The Alumni

Office serves as

Alumni Association

of

La

an "On Campus" central office of the
Over 30 class organizations as

Salle College.

and professional units actively operates within the
alumni organization.
The La Salle Magazine, mailed four times a year to all Alumni and
students, is published by the Alumni Office.
well as geographic
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The

student is encouraged to become acquainted with the services
Alumni Office while he is on campus and to know the qualifications for membership in the Alumni Association which can be briefly
staled as the successful completion of one or more years at La
the

<>l

Salle College.

Development Office
The Development Office

contributes to the progressive needs of the

College through the following programs:
1

2

A

continuous program to inform

all

La

Salle constituencies of

ways in which they might

assist

trusts, properties, securities

and insurance.

The La

Salle

the college through bequests,

Centenary Fund which

is

a four year

(1959-1963)

campaign to raise $2,000,000. The Honorable David L. Lawrence, Governor of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, is
Chairman of the Drive and all La Salle constituencies are participating.

As a student you are invited to participate in the La Salle Centenary
Fund by contributing and by volunteering your services in the active
student campaign. You are also urged to assist the Development Office,
wherever possible, by notifying them of prospective contributors to
the continuous development program explained above.

Placement Bureau
The Placement Bureau has as its major objectives the assistance of
seniors and alumni in seeking and obtaining career employment.
A library of employment information is available to the student in
the Placement Office and on-campus interviews are arranged by the
Placement Director.
Students
sisted in

number

who

require funds to meet college expenses are also

obtaining off-campus employment
of

when

available.

A

on-campus positions are available for qualified students.

Students desiring on-campus employment are requested to
application as early as possible in the school year.
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